
Kokomo Glass

Common Color Opals

      
 #1L #3SPL #11D #37 #42 #48

K2-1L White Opal 
K2-3SPL Purple Wispy 
K2-11D Beige Opal 
K2-37 Sky Blue Opal 
K2-42 Blue/Gray Opal 
K2-48 Christmas Green Opal

     
 #59 #61 #70 #98 #122

K2-59 Green/Brown Opal  
K2-61 Brown/White Opal  
K2-70 Green/Purple/Blue Opal  
K2-98 Dark Green/White Opal 
K2-122 Green/Yellow Opal

     
 #140 #145 #163 #164 #200 #1075

K2-140 Amber/Purple Opal 
K2-145 Dark Amber Opal  
K2-163 Olive Green Opal  
K2-164 Brown/Green Opal 
K2-270 Sky Blue Amber Opal 
K2-1075 Gray Opal

       
 #12 #14SPL #99 #123 #142 #192 #222

K3-12 Green Blue Opal 
K3-14SPL Lt. Blue/Lt. Amber Opal  
K3-99 Dk. Green/Lt. Amberl 
K3-123 Two Blues Opal 
K3-142 Blue/Green Opal  
K3-192 Purple/White Opal 
K3-222 Blue/Amber/Purple Opal 

     
 #236 #241 #246 #249 #263 #4C #623SPL

K3-236 Purple/Amber/White Opal 
K3-241 Green/Brown/Blue Opal  
K3-246 Amber/Blue/Purple Opal

Purchasing Stained Glass
A lways purchase enough glass at the beginning of your stained glass project to complete it!  Glass colors, like dye lots of fabric, can change from one 
shipment to the next, and you may not find exactly the same color match if you need more glass.  In addition, glass manufacturers produce some colors as 
seldom as once a year.  The colors printed here can only be an approximation of the actual glass color. 

Shipping Glass By UPS
G lass for UPS shipment is cut to fit one of our specially designed, heavy duty glass boxes.  Glass colors may be assorted.  There is a $7. boxing charge 
for a small glass box that will hold up to 12 pieces, 12” x 12” (12 sq. ft. total).  MINIMUM of 6 small pieces.  5 pieces or less may be cut in half for 
shipping.  There is a $10. boxing charge for a large shipping box that will hold up to 12 large size cut sheets (32 sq. ft. total).  A MINIMUM of 7 large 
glass pieces must be ordered to ship a large glass box because of UPS weight requirements.  Small and large glass sheets cannot be mixed in the 
same box.  Manufacturer stock size sheets will occasionally vary in size.  If necessary we will adjust your order slightly to the current size sheets.

Baroque™ – Unique, bold swirling color patterns, 
similar to antique reamy glass.  Usually manufactured 
with cathedral colors, but may also contain swirls of 
white opal glass.

Cathedral – Usually transparent glass of one color.  
Various patterns may be rolled onto the glass during its 
manufacture to diffuse light coming through the glass.  
Common patterns include hammered, granite, ripple, 
seedy, double rolled, and rough rolled.

Glue Chip – A surface gluing technique on clear 
cathedral glass.  As the glue dries and shrinks, it pulls 
chips of glass off the surface, creating the  unique Jack 
Frost fern-like pattern.

Iridized –  Metallic salts applied to opalescent or 
cathedral glass, to create vivid mother-of-pearl colors 
reflecting off the glass surface.

Opalescent – One or more colors mixed with opal 
white glass to produce varying degrees of opacity.  
Rolled by machine or hand rolled to produce glass of 
uniform thickness.  One sheet may contain as many as 
five colors.  Wispy opals have light, feathery streaks of 
white opal.

Waterglass® – Cathedral glass with a unique and 
beautiful surface texture, which creates the effect of 
shimmering rippled water.

Antique – Glass produced in the antique manner, 
whereby a glass worker individually hand blows and rolls 
each sheet.  A process, virtually unchanged since the 
middle ages, results in brilliant transparent glass, with 
many striations and imperfections.  The introduction of 
mechanized procedures results in glass known as semi-
antique, new antique, or Artique® glass.

Common Stained Glass Descriptions

Kokomo Glass

Founded in 1888, Kokomo is the oldest American art glass manufacturer, 
with documented sales to Louis Comfort Tiffany at the turn of the century.  
Many of the same colors are still produced today, making Kokomo the 
perfect glass for antique repairs and reproductions!

Large box size for UPS: 16” x 18” (2.0 sq. ft.) 
Small box size for UPS: 101⁄2” x 14” (1.0 sq. ft.)

Price Code 
   Prefix

K2 Common Opals 
K3 Red & Multi Opals 
K4 Pink & Multi Opals 

Kokomo Glass


